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If you need envelopes that need to be opened 
immediately, for direct mail for instance, or for 
use as a vault to safe-keep important documents 
for years into the future, these 3  “Plate Glass” 
full views are the perfect answer. The ½” paper 
border around the windows is the narrowest in 
the industry, and all the better for showing off the 
contents within. Not only do our Plate Glass Full 
Views offer instant gratification to the person who 
opens them, they will also withstand the rigors 
of moving through the Post Office and years of 
mistreatment in a car’s glove compartment. 
The backbone of these Plate Glass full views, is 
the combination of the 2 mil thick ultra-clear Tric-
ite window film and the tough 28 sub envelope 
grade, 92 brightness, paper from which they are 
created.
These 3 sizes also have double scored seal flaps 
which provide room for expansion. The scores 
make it possible to overstuff the envelope without 
distorting either the envelope or the contents.
Caution: These Full View Plate Glass Window 
envelopes cannot keep a secret. They will get 
opened. 

FULL VIEW “PLATE GLASS” WINDOW ENVELOPES
#10, 6” x 9”, and 6” x 9-1/2” Sizes

Custom printing on the backside available. Please contact us for details and pricing.

PRICES SHOWN ARE PER ENVELOPE

 ITEM# 50 100 250 500 1000 2,500 5,000 10,000 15000 20000 25000
#10  #10FV $.30 $.29 $.276 $.146 $.129 $.0492 $.024 $.0114 $.0072 $.0054 $.0042
6 x 9  6x9FV $.46 $.31 $.252 $.186 $.141 $.0532 $.025 $.0119 $.0077 $.0057 $.0044
6 x 9-1/2  6x9-1/2FV $.48 $.32 $.257 $.190 $.144 $.0543 $.026 $.0121 $.0078 $.0058 $.0045

>> FOR LARGER QUANTITIES, PLEASE CONTACT US <<

JUN2020

In Stock and Ready to Ship  
in Quantities as low as 50

1/2” THIN BORDERS 2 MIL THICK TRICITE

DOUBLE SCORE
ON SEAL FLAP


